
Some people believe that parents should pay their children a small
amount of money to do jobs around the home (such as washing the
dishes or taking out the garbage), while other people believe that
parents should not pay their children to do these tasks. Which view do
you agree with, and why?

No one can ever deny the significant role of parents in children's life and
these kinds of questions can have variable answers because it depends
on people's personality and their situations. When I was younger, I
would definitely have said that parents should pay children for each
work at home but it is a given fact that the benefits of do not paying for
jobs around the home to children greatly outweigh the disadvantages
and some reasons persuade me to put forward this view which I will
explain with a couple of examples.

First and foremost, one of the major bases of families is collaboration
and by paying money to children for doing jobs, they cannot
comprehend the collaboration concept. For instance, if everyone cleans
their own room, there is a less pressure on one of the family members
who cleans the whole home.

Another striking point is that, responsibility is one of the most
remarkable issues which children should learn at their young age.
Assigning some tasks to children at home is conducive to them being
more responsible individuals in their future which will be beneficial for
them. For example, cooking a meal for the whole family once or twice a
week. They understand/feel how hard and time-consuming it is to cook
and time consuming.

Last but not least, because the process of learning starts/is started from
young ages, by giving money to children for doing any job, they will
expect to earn money for all of their tasks in the future. For instance,
being a nice decent person is an important duty quality for every human
which costs nothing/little.

To cut a long story short, although some parents pay money to their
children for motivating them to do/undertake diverse duties at home, it
causes irrecoverable damages for their future life because not only
cannot can’t they/can they not comprehend collaboration and
responsibility concepts but also they get used to receive receiving
money for each obligation.


